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Photocatalysis is one of the advanced oxidation techniques that are being studied
for the treatment of polluted air and water from different sources. From a kinetic point
of view, photocatalytic reaction rates are strongly dependent not only on the reactant
and product concentrations, but also on the rate of photon absorption. Unfortunately,
the local rate of photon absorption is usually difficult to evaluate because of (i) the
inherent complexity of the system and (ii) the lack of data concerning the photocatalyst
optical properties. The final objective of this project is focused on the development of
a complete model of the radiation field; the bed structure, and the flow pattern to
describe the operation of a fixed bed photocatalytic reactor. In this article, the interac-
tion between radiative energy and TiO2-coated fused-silica sphere beds was studied.
The proposed model was built applying the Monte Carlo method, taking into account
the complex reflection/refraction/absorption interactions between radiation and the
packed bed. To obtain experimental measurements, an ad hoc device was designed and
built. This device allows us to validate the proposed radiation model, and to obtain
the optical parameters of the composite photocatalyst, i.e., the refractive index and the
surface rough index of the fused-silica spheres, as well as the refractive index and the
optical thickness of the TiO2 films. � 2007 American Institute of Chemical Engineers AIChE
J, 53: 2688–2703, 2007
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Introduction

Photocatalytic reactions can be applied to reduce or elimi-
nate most of gaseous effluents and waste water contami-
nants.1–3 Several reactor configurations have been proposed
to eliminate organic compounds from air4–6 and water.7,8

Most studies related to the photocatalytic degradation of gas-
eous pollutants were focused on the understanding of the
reaction mechanisms; on the development of more active and
stable photocatalysts; on the feasibility of the photocatalytic
degradation of different pollutants; and on the development
of more efficient reactor configurations. However, there are

few publications specifically concerned to the design and
scaling up of photocatalytic reactors.

A physical and mathematical model that simulates the per-
formance of a photocatalytic reactor necessarily includes: a
model of the momentum and mass transfer processes taking
place in the fluid phase; a model of the radiation transfer
processes occurring in the fluid phases and across the physi-
cal boundaries, as well as the intrinsic heterogeneous photo-
catalytic reaction kinetic expression. Particularly, the radia-
tive energy transfer model is an essential component of
photocatalytic reactor simulators, irrespective of their use for
simulation, scale up or optimization purposes.9

Many configurations of photocatalytic reactors have been
analyzed. Among the most attractive alternatives, we may
include those reactors in which the photocatalyst is immobi-
lized as thin films deposited on supporting fixed beds or on
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the reactor walls, e.g., monolith reactors,10–16 glass-fiber
mesh reactor,17 reticulated foam reactor,18,19 corrugated plate
reactor,20–22 flat plate reactor,23 multiannular reactor,24–26

and annular packed-bed reactor.27

This work is a first step towards the full modeling, design,
and construction of a photocatalytic annular fixed bed reac-
tor. This reactor configuration has been realized in a way
that the following goals can be achieved: high irradiated pho-
tocatalytic surface area; efficient radiative energy perform-
ance; low pressure drop; and reduced mass transfer resistan-
ces. The packing will consist of fused-silica spheres of non-
negligible, uniform diameter, each covered with a TiO2 film
by means of a sol–gel technique. Fused-silica will be chosen
as the supporting material on account of the negligible SiO2

absorbance in the range of near UV wavelength (340–420
nm). The light source will be a black light and/or actinic UV
lamp placed at the center of the reactor. The reactor cylindri-
cal walls will be made of borosilicate glass tubes because of
its high transmittance in the near UV region. The reactor
dimensions, the UV lamp power, and all the rest of the
design variables will be chosen in a subsequent step on the
basis of model results.

The general methodology to model the photocatalytic fixed
bed reactor broadly follows that proposed in a previous
work.28 The complete procedure was divided into three main
steps. The first one consists in developing a radiative energy
field model for a fixed bed, indispensable for obtaining the
Local Superficial Rate of Photon Absorption (LSRPA) on the
TiO2 films, which are spatially distributed in the reactor
packing. The optical properties and other parameters
involved in this radiation model are also determined in this
step. The second step consists in proposing and validating
the kinetic expression of the photocatalytic degradation of a
model gaseous pollutant. This kinetic expression should take
into account the reaction rate dependence on the LSRPA, as
well as on the concentration of reactants and products and on
the catalyst loading. The experimentally measured reaction
rate will be used to estimate the kinetic parameters of the
proposed photocatalytic rate expression. The third step con-
sists in using the radiation model, together with the kinetic
model and the bed model, to solve the differential mass bal-
ance equation for the case of the photocatalytic fixed bed
reactor. Regarding the bed model, the statistical model of a
loose random packing proposed by Irazoqui et al.29 will be
adapted to our problem. The complete model will be used to
single out the set of values of the relevant design parameters
and operating variables that betters the reactor performance,
according to different optimality criteria. Finally, the reactor
will be built and operated, and the experimental results will
be used to validate the proposed reactor model.

This work deals with the first stage mentioned before.
Unfortunately, modeling the interaction between the radiation
field and the catalytic bed in a photocatalytic fixed bed reac-
tor is a difficult task to deal with, especially in those cases
where the packing can not be simplified into a homogeneous
pseudo-continuum. This situation arises when the size of the
packing elements (for example, beads) is not negligible com-
pared with the optical thickness of the bed. A statistical
approach to this problem leads us to a structured (i.e., nonho-
mogeneous) pseudo-continuum medium. Most of the mathe-
matical methods commonly used to evaluate the LVRPA can

not be applied in structured continuum media.18 Neverthe-
less, the Monte Carlo method is a valuable tool to solve the
radiation transfer equation,30–32 even in complex structured
media.18,19,33–36

Monte Carlo modeling applied to solve the radiative
energy transfer equation allows to predict the spatial distribu-
tion of the LVRPA (or the LSRPA) inside a photocatalytic
reactor by taking into account the overall effect of a great
number of photons whose trajectories are tracked individu-
ally. In this way, a complex problem is divided into simpler
ones.37 The trajectory of each photon can be tracked by
using geometric optic laws, where the optical properties,
such as absorbance or reflectance, are assimilated to the
probabilities of the events they are associated with. Once
every photon is tracked and the point of its probable absorp-
tion is defined, it is possible to calculate the spatial distribu-
tion of the rate of photon absorption inside the photocatalytic
reactor. On the other hand, for validation purposes, it is also
possible to evaluate the magnitude and direction of the radia-
tion leaving the reactor. Another remarkable advantage of
using the Monte Carlo method is that it can be implemented
to sequentially solve a problem by combining and/or adding
computational modules (submodels) that consider different
physical phenomena or different events.

The objective of the present work is twofold: to propose
and experimentally validate a Monte Carlo method developed
to describe the radiation field in a simple packed bed (i.e., a
monolayer of beads) that can be subsequently applied to the
annular packed-bed photocatalytic reactor; and to obtain the
optical parameters involved in this radiation model. The list
of the radiative properties needed includes: the refractive
index and the surface rough index of the bare fused-silica
spheres, the refractive index of the fused-silica/TiO2 coating
composite and the optical thickness of the TiO2 films. It is
important to highlight that all the phenomena arising from
the interaction between UV-radiation and a three-dimensional
bed of spheres are already present in the case of the mono
layer packing and they will be dealt with using the same
techniques as those adopted and validated in the present
work. Despite the obvious geometrical differences, beam
reflection, attenuation and refraction occurring at the annular
container walls in the three-dimensional case do not call for
the inclusion of optical phenomena other than those already
taken into account when considering the interaction between
radiation and the mono layer supporting plate. The sequence
of events that happen to a beam before either it fades out or
leaves a multilayer bed will not include phenomena that have
not been accounted for in the two-dimensional case, neither
it will call for phenomenological parameters other than those
regressed from the mono layer experiments.

In this stage, experiments are run in an ad hoc experimen-
tal setup (UV radiation emission–transmission-measuring
apparatus or UV-RETM apparatus) designed to measure the
flux of the energy transmitted in different directions through
a monolayer of either TiO2-coated or bare beads. The experi-
ments are simulated with Monte Carlo techniques and the
values of the radiative properties involved are those which
give the best fit between experimental and simulated results.
The radiation model takes into account the photon trajectory
deflection due to refraction and reflection occurring at every
point where a beam intercepts a sphere, as well as the UV
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absorption in the TiO2 film and the radiative exchange
between spheres. To accomplish this, the ray-tracing method,
the Snell and Fresnel equations, the Gauss rough surface
model, and a monolayer model were used.

Experimental

Experimental setup

The UV-RETM apparatus (Figure 1a) was designed and
built to study the interaction between a UV radiation field
and a monolayer of either bare or TiO2-coated spherical
beads. This device comprises of two components, namely a
radiation source of vertically-oriented UV rays (Figure 1b)
and a measuring device (Figure 1c). Interposed in the way of
the rays going from their source to the detector, a monolayer
of spheres made of fused-silica, either bare or coated with a
TiO2 film, is held on a borosilicate glass plate (transparent to
the employed useful radiation).

The radiation source consists of a tubular UV lamp (Phi-
lips TLD 18W/08 F4T5/BLB), of 1.4 cm diameter and 59
cm long with 3.5 W output power, aligned with the focal
line of a cylindrical parabolic mirror. To prevent the direct
radiation from reaching the glass plate, the upper longitudinal
half of the cylindrical lamp surface is covered by a black-
ened half-cylinder sheet. The lamp diameter is small com-
pared with the distance from the lamp axis to the vertex of
the parabola. Under these conditions, the reflected rays will
approximately lie on vertical planes parallel to the longitudi-
nal symmetry plane of the mirror. Nevertheless, reflected
rays will hardly lie on the mirror cross sections, but will
have linear trajectories tilted in the longitudinal direction. To
eliminate those rays with directions that differ from the verti-
cal by an angle larger than an acceptable experimental error,
a screen of blackened rectangular fins assembled vertically in
a parallel arrangement (7 cm height, separated 0.7 cm from
each other), was mounted on top of the radiation source
setup as sketched in Figure 1b. Those rays too tilted to be
considered vertically-oriented are absorbed on this screen.
Although the radiation source setup emits UV rays with a

direction almost normal to the plate, the actual directions of
the vertically-oriented rays were considered when processing
experimental data.

A horizontal borosilicate glass plate is arranged above the
radiation emitting system. It supports a uniformly distributed
single layer of fused-silica beads. The average number of
beads per unit area is chosen so that the fraction of solids,
taken at one-bead radius distance from the glass plate, equals
the corresponding value in a loose random packing, as
discussed elsewhere.29

The experimental setup is completed with the radiation
measuring device (Figure 1c) that consists of a UV-radiome-
ter mounted on a support that allows to aim the detector at
different directions. The vertically-oriented rays emitted by
the radiation source are partially transmitted through the
glass plate and scattered by the layer of fused-silica beads in
different directions. All possible scattering directions are sur-
veyed with the UV-radiometer (International Light IL 1700
SED005/WBS320/W, sensitive to radiation in the 300–420-
nm interval), and the local net radiation flux is measured.
The detector was held at different positions (/d, hd, rd), and
it was aimed at the center of the circular monolayer of beads
on the glass plate, as shown in Figure 1c.

Experimental procedure

Local net radiation flux measurements were made under
four different conditions: (i) with the detector directly placed
on the glass plate, without beads spread on it; (ii) with the
detector at different (/d, hd, rd) positions without beads on
the glass plate; (iii) with the glass plate supporting a mono-
layer of bare fused-silica beads and the detector at different
(/d, hd, rd) positions, and (iv) with the glass plate supporting
a single layer of fused-silica beads coated with a TiO2 film
and the detector at different (/d, hd, rd) positions. In cases
(iii) and (iv), a uniform distribution of beads in the mono-
layer was obtained by spreading at random a given mass of
dry fused-silica beads (either TiO2-coated or bare) and then
vibrating the preliminary arrangement so that any eventual
bead superposition could be eliminated. In cases (ii)–(iv),
the readings were made by placing the radiometer at differ-
ent hd (i.e., hd 5 08, 58, 108, . . . , 858) and different /d

angles (i.e., /d 5 08, 458, 908, . . . , 3158). Because of the
symmetry of the problem, the single and higher order parti-
cle distribution functions must remain invariant under arbi-
trary rotations around the normal to the plate at the center
point of the circular layer (i.e., these distributions must be
/d-invariant regardless the number of particles in the differ-
ent subsets whose distribution they represent). We are inter-
ested on /d-averaged readings at constant hd, thus ironing
out naturally occurring fluctuations around the average. The
average readings of the incident radiation on the detector
are invariant under such rotations. By contrast, the radiome-
ter readings are strongly dependent on the polar angle (hd).
By considering the azimuthal symmetry of the measure-
ments, /d-averaged values corresponding to each hd angle
were obtained.

Catalyst preparation

The catalyst employed was TiO2 deposited on fused-silica
spheres (0.1 cm diameter) as a coating thin film. A sol–gel

Figure 1. Experimental setup: (a) sketch of the UV-
RETM apparatus; (b) radiation emitting sys-
tem; (c) measuring device.

Keys: (1) measuring device, (2) emitting system, (3) glass
plate, (4) radiometer, (5) screen of blackened plates, (6)
UV lamp, (7) parabolic mirror, (8) blackened half-cylinder.
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technique38 was used to fix the TiO2 on the spheres. A vol-
ume of 415 cm3 of triple-distilled water was mixed with 4.5
cm3 of concentrated nitric acid (Anedra, 65%). Then, 35 cm3

of titanium isopropoxide (Aldrich, 97%) solution were added
to this mixture and peptized under stirring during 10 h at
808C until a clear sol was obtained. The fused-silica spheres
were submerged in the titania sol and then the liquid in
excess was drained. Then, the catalyst was dried in an oven
at 808C, and this coating process was repeated once again.
Finally, the TiO2-coated spheres were calcined at 2008C dur-
ing 6 h.

Model Development

Our final objective is modeling a photocatalytic fixed bed
reactor. However, this objective is difficult to achieve in just
one step because of the complexity of the system and the
lack reported values of both, the optical properties involved
and the photocatalytic kinetic models. In this work, the inter-
action between UV radiation and the simplest among the
possible sphere beds, consisting of a bead monolayer is thor-
oughly studied.

Although the complete modeling of the photocatalytic re-
actor was divided into simpler steps, the modeling of the
interaction between the UV radiation and the monolayer
brings into play every physical event that occurs in the more
complex, three-dimensional bed. The developed model of the
radiation field is based on the assumption that any beam can
be affected by the events sketched in Figure 2 in terms of
beam trajectories; i.e.:

� As an emitted beam travels through the monolayer, it
can be intercepted by any of the spheres (event 1) or not
(event 2).

� The beam intercepted by a sphere (event 1) will be par-
tially reflected (event 3) and partially refracted (event 4) by
the air–silica rough interface.

� When a beam trajectory intercepts a TiO2-coated sphere,
that beam will be partially attenuated by the TiO2 film and
partially refracted (event 4)

� If a beam has been intercepted by a sphere and also
has been refracted by the air/fused-silica rough interface
(event 4), it will enter the sphere, then it will propagate
through the fused-silica bulk, and finally reach the fused-

silica/air rough interface (event 5). At this point, the beam
will be partially refracted (event 6) into the gas phase and
partially reflected back into the silica bulk phase (event 7).
The latter of these events (event 7) will cause multiple
reflection-and-refraction events (event 8) until the beam
reflected back into the bulk has lost most of its energy
through repeated leaks to the gas phase caused by succes-
sive refractions (event 9).

� Besides, the beam leaving a sphere can be intercepted
by another sphere, causing radiative exchange between them
(event 9).

� If any beam is intercepted by the glass plate (event 10),
it will be partially refracted (event 11) and partially reflected
(event 12).

� A given bean can be affected by several of the events
just mentioned, until it leaves the monolayer.
This series of coupled events were modeled using Monte

Carlo techniques. To obtain the parameters and the optical
properties involved in the complete model from experimental
results, a four-step strategy has been followed.

Characterization of the radiation generated by the emitting
system: To interpret properly the experimental results
obtained with the UV-RETM apparatus, it was necessary to
characterize the radiation leaving the glass plate. In this sub-
section, the averaged value of the net radiation flux on the
glass plate, the spectral composition of the UV radiation, and
the directional dependence of the emitted radiation energy
were determined.

Beads monolayer simulation: Modeling of the radiation
field in a structured medium requires knowing the pattern of
such structures. In this subsection a simple procedure devel-
oped to simulate the complete set of positions of each sphere
on the monolayer is explained.

Interaction between radiation and uncoated fused-silica
spherical beads: Experimental measurements were done
employing an uncoated monolayer of spheres. The values
obtained were analyzed by means of a complete radiation
model to estimate the required properties of the fused-silica
spheres, namely the refractive index and the surface rough-
ness index.

Interaction between radiation and TiO2-coated fused-silica
spherical beads: This step is aimed at obtaining the optical
thickness and the effective refraction index of the TiO2 films.
For this, measurements were done on a monolayer of TiO2-
coated spheres.

Before discussing the mathematical models in detail, it is
convenient to define the coordinate systems that will be
used in the coming sections. Two complementary coordi-
nate systems will be used, namely a main coordinate sys-
tem and an auxiliary frame. The main coordinate system
(Figure 3a) has its origin at the center of the circular glass
plate. A position referred to the coordinate system will be
expressed either in terms of rectangular (xp, yp, zp) or
spherical (rp, hp, /p) coordinates. This coordinate system
will be used to define the spheres and detector locations
and the trajectories of photons. The auxiliary coordinate
system (Figure 3b) is centered at a particular point (x0,p,
y0,p, z0,p) on the circular glass plate. This coordinate system
will be used only to indicate the motion direction of a
given photon, and will be expressed in terms of spherical
coordinates (r0, h0, /0).

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the possible
interaction events between radiation and a
bed of spheres.
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The local net spectral radiation flux qk(x), at the position x
5 (xp, yp, zp,), is defined as follows:

qkðxÞ ¼
Z
X

Ikðx;XÞX � ngpdX

¼
Zp=2

h0¼0

Z2p
/0¼0

Ikðxp; yp; zp;/0; h0; Þ sin h0 cos h0 d/0 dh0

(1)

where Ikðx;XÞ is the spectral specific radiation intensity
associated with the energy of the beams leaving the flat plate
at x with direction X ¼ Xðh0;/0; 1Þ;ngp is the upwardly
directed unit vector normal to the glass plate, and
dX ¼ sin h0d/0 dh0 is a differential solid angle around the
direction X.

The local net radiation flux is defined as:

qðxÞ ¼
Zkmax

kmin

qkðxÞdk ¼
Xkmax

kmin

qkðxÞ (2)

Finally, we define the surface coverage degree of the glass
plate by the monolayer of spheres as the ratio of the spheres
projected area to the glass plate area:

gg-p ¼ nsp
rsp
rg-p

� �2

3 100 (3)

where nsp is the total number of spheres located on the glass
plate, rg-p is the glass plate radius (rg-p 5 4 cm), and rsp is
the sphere radius (rsp 5 0.05 cm).

In the following subsections, a detailed description of the
four steps involved in the complete modeling and in the opti-
cal parameters determination is presented.

Characterization of the radiation generated
by the emitting system

Knowing the characteristics of the UV radiation generated
by the emitting system is essential to accurately analyze the
values of the local net radiation flux measured with the radi-
ometer. The required information is: (i) the average value of
the net radiation flux on the glass plate, (ii) the spectral dis-
tribution of the UV radiation, and (iii) the dependence of the

emitted radiative energy on its direction of propagation. In
this subsection, details of the procedure we followed to
obtain this information are given.

(i) Average value of the net radiation flux on the glass
plate: Because of the emitting system configuration, the local

net radiation flux is assumed to be almost uniform on the

glass plate surface. The average value of the net radiation

flux on the glass plate is given by:

qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p
¼ qhp¼p

2
ðrp;/pÞ

D E
Ag-p

¼

R2p
/p¼0

Rrg-p
rp¼0

qhp¼p
2
ðrp;/pÞrpdrpd/p

R2p
/p¼0

Rrg-p
rp¼0

rp drpd/p

(4)

where Ag-p is the surface area of the glass plate and
qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ is the local net radiation flux at the ðxp; ypÞ posi-
tion on the Ag-p surface.

To obtain experimental values of the local net radiation
flux, the UV radiometer was placed at different positions

directly on the glass plate surface. The average value has

been determined by calculating the mean value of these

experimental measurements:

qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p;exp
¼

Pnm
i¼1

qzp¼0;expðxp;i; yp;iÞ
nm

(5)

where qzp¼0;expðxp;i; yp;iÞ is the ith value of the local net radia-
tion flux measured and nm is the total number of measure-
ments. The value of the average net radiation flux on the
glass plate is

qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p;exp
¼ 5:635 3 10�5 W cm�2 (6)

(ii) Spectral distribution of the UV radiation: The spectral

distribution of the power emission of the UV lamp was

obtained from the technical specifications catalog provided

by the manufacturer. The spectral power of the UV lamp

will be particularly useful for modeling when considering

spectral properties, as it is the case of TiO2 absorption coeffi-

cient.
(iii) Propagation direction dependence of the local net

radiation flux on the glass plate: Although the radiation

Figure 3. Coordinate systems: (a) main coordinate system, (b) auxiliary coordinate system.
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source setup was designed to emit UV rays with direction as

close as possible to the normal to the glass plate, the emitted

rays are not completely vertical because of the aberration

effects on the radiation source. Consequently, it is necessary

to take into account the actual directions of the rays when

processing experimental data.
To determine a propagation direction distribution func-

tion of the local net radiation flux on the glass plate, experi-
mental values were obtained. This set of experimental data
were gathered using the radiation measuring device, but
without spheres on the glass plate. As is shown in Figure 4a,
the UV radiometer was placed at different angles (hd, /d),
located at the same distance from the center of the glass
plate (rd 5 30 cm). The readings were made at different hd
(i.e., at hd 5 08, 58, 108, . . . , 858), and different /d (i.e., at
/d 5 08, 458, 908, . . . , 3158). As expected, the measured val-
ues of the local net radiation flux show a strong dependence
on the hd angle: high values of qrp¼rdðhd;/dÞ are obtained
when hd is close to zero, but negligible values are obtained
when hd is higher than 158. On the contrary, the measured
values of the local net radiation flux show a very small
dependence on the /d angle (due to rotational symmetry).

Consequently, /d-averaged experimental values of the net
radiation flux were obtained for different hd angles:

qrp¼rdðhd;/dÞ
� �

/;exp
¼

Pnm
i¼1

qrp¼rdðhd;/d;iÞ
nm

;

hd ¼ 0�; 5�; 10�; . . . ; 85� (7)

where nm is the number of experimental readings of the net
radiation flux corresponding to each /d value. Figure 4b
shows the experimental values of qrp¼rdðhp;/pÞ

� �
/;exp

against
the hd angle (^ symbols).

The experimental values of qrp¼rdðhd;/dÞ are compared
with the local net radiation flux values calculated when con-
sidering the emitted radiation as parallel rays normal to the
glass plate. From a statistic point of view, the parallel rays
hypothesis is equivalent to assume that the probability func-
tion that a given photon leaves the glass plate with a h0
angle is

Pðh0Þ ¼ dðh0Þ (8)

where d(�) is the Dirac delta function. In other words, Eq. 8

means that all the emitted beams will have the same direc-

tion, normal to the glass plate (h0 5 0). The local net radia-

tion flux at the radiometer position due to parallel rays is

given by:

qrp¼rdðhd;/dÞ
� �

/;p-r

¼ qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p
H sin�1 rg-p

rd

� �
� hd

� �
cos hd (9)

where H(�) is the step function. Figure 4b shows the values

of local net radiation flux predicted when parallel rays are

considered (dotted line). The difference between experimen-

tal values and those calculated with the assumption of paral-

lel beams clearly indicates that residual aberrations remain

after cutting off emitted rays too tilted to be considered verti-

cal, by absorption on the screen of blackened rectangular fins

already described.
Since the emitted beams can not be considered as being

parallel, their angular distribution has been approximated by
an empirical function whose parameters have been regressed
from experimental measurements. The adopted function is

Pðh0Þ ¼ 2 tanh�1ð1� P1Þ
p ð1� P1ÞP2

sech
2h0 tanh�1ð1� P1Þ

pP2

� �2

(10)

where P(h0) is the probability distribution that a photon will

be emitted with a h0 polar angle (see Figure 3b), and P1 and

P2 are parameters of the proposed empirical function. This

function has the following properties: (i) it does not depend

on the /0 angle (azimuthal symmetry condition); (ii) the

maximum value of this function is found at h0 5 0, and (iii)

when either P1 or P2 tends to zero, the function tends to the

delta function, thus approaching the case of vertical parallel

beams.
When considering the angular distribution of the direc-

tion of emitted rays given by Eq. 10, it is not possible to

Figure 4. (a) Relative position of the UV detector and
(b) local net radiation flux against yd angle.

Keys for (a): (1) UV radiometer, (2) hemispherical area
where the detector can be placed, (3) plane plate, (4) out-
going beam. Keys for (b): (^) experimental values, (����)
predicted values assuming parallel beams, (2) predicted
values assuming non-parallel beams.
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relate qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p
to qrp¼rdðhp;/pÞ

� �
/

by a simple
algebraic equation as it was done with parallel rays (Eq. 9).
However, this relation can be obtained by means of the
Monte Carlo method. The developed algorithm relating
qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p
to qrp¼rdðhp;/pÞ

� �
/
, taking into account

the propagation direction dependence adopted (Eq. 10), is
shown in Figure 5. A large number of photons are generated
based on stochastic rules and are tracked analytically. Then
the contribution of each photon to the local radiative flux at
the different radiometer locations is counted. The radiative
energy associated to each emitted photon is

Eph ¼ qzp¼0 xp; yp
� �� �

Ag-p

Ag-p

nph
(11)

where nph is the total number of photons considered in the
Monte Carlo algorithm.

Photon generation: Both the firing point on the glass plate
and the direction of each photon are stochastically assigned.
Since the radiation flux was assumed to be uniform over the
entire glass plate, the random point from which each photon
leaves the flat plate can be computed by:

x0;p ¼ rg-p
ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p
cosð2pR2Þ (12)

y0;p ¼ rg-p
ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p
sinð2pR2Þ (13)

z0;p ¼ 0 (14)

where R1 and R2 are random numbers uniformly distributed
in the interval (0,1).

The direction of the outgoing photon is given by two
angles:

/0 ¼ 2pR3 (15)

h0 ¼ p
2
P2

tanh�1ðð1� P1ÞR4Þ
tanh�1ð1� P1Þ

� �
(16)

Note that Eq. 15 takes into account that the beam does not
have a preferential /0 angle, in accordance with the
azimuthal symmetry assumption. Regarding the polar angle,
note that Eq. 16 can be derived from Eq. 10 (see Appendix).
Thus, each beam leaving the flat plate surface is completely
characterized by its firing point (x0,p, y0,p, z0,p) and by the
direction of its trajectory (/0, h0), as it is shown in Figure
3b. Also note that, despite the problem shows rotational sym-
metry, the radiation propagation model is three-dimensional.
On the other hand, the spectral composition of the radiation
was not considered because there are not spectral properties
involved so far.

Photon counting at the radiometer location: The photons
generated according to Eqs. 12–16 may contribute to the
radiative flux measured at defined positions of the detector.
This spatial distribution of photons can be evaluated by trac-
ing ray trajectories. In the current case, in which measure-
ments are made without a monolayer of spheres over the
glass plate, an emitted photon neither changes its trajectory
nor is absorbed in the propagation medium (air). As a conse-
quence of this, once the photon firing point on the glass plate
(x0,p, y0,p, y0,p) and the photon initial trajectory (/0, h0) have
been assigned, its trajectory is given by

xph ¼ x0;p þ f sinðh0Þ cosð/0Þ (17)

yph ¼ y0;p þ f sinðh0Þ sinð/0Þ (18)

zph ¼ z0;p þ f cosðh0Þ (19)

where f is the distance traveled by the photon in the (h0, /0)
direction. The interception point of the photons with the
semisphere containing all possible locations of the detector
(Figure 4a) occurs when the following condition is satisfied:

xphðfÞ2 þ yphðfÞ2 þ zphðfÞ2 ¼ rd
2 ) fp;s (20)

Once this interception point has been calculated, it is
possible to obtain the polar angle hp,s, referred to the main
coordinate system:

hp;s ¼ cos�1 z0;p þ fp;s cosðh0Þ
rd

� �
(21)

Let us call Ad,h the detection surface generated by the rota-
tion of the radiometer around the vertical axis at a constant
hd angle, thus generating a narrow spherical surface sector
swept by hp angles in the interval

abs hp � hd
� �

<
hva-d
2

(22)

where abs(�) is the absolute value of the argument and hva-d
is the angle of vision of the detector from the center of the

Figure 5. Monte Carlo emission/detection algorithm
employed to relate Æqzp¼0ðxp; ypÞæAg�p

to
Æqrp¼rd ðhd;/dÞæ/.
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glass plate, as depicted in Figure 4a. If the value of hp,s
belongs to this interval, the interception will occur on the
detection surface Ad,h and the considered photon will contrib-
ute to the local radiative flux at the hd radiometer locations.
The hp,s photon incidence angle on the detection surface is
stored in individual angular counters nd,h. A unit is added to
the current value of nd,h whenever a photon intercepts the
Ad,h surface; i.e.:

abs hp;s � hd
� �

<
hva-d
2

) nd;h ¼ n�d;h þ 1 (23)

where the asterisk refers to the previous value. The flow
chart of the program developed for this calculation is
shown in Figure 5. Note that for every photon trajectory,
the possibility of the photon reaching any of the possible
detection surfaces Ad,h, with hd 5 08, 58, 108, . . . , 858 is
explored.

To obtain accurate results, a large number of photons were
tracked (nph 5 5.0 3 105). Finally, the local net radiation
flux for each hd angle was calculated by:

qrp-rdðhd; /dÞ
� �

/
¼ Eph

nd;h
Ad;h

¼ qzp-0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p

nd;h
nph

Ag-p

Ad;h

(24)

The parameters P1 and P2 of Eqs. 10 and 16 were
regressed from the experimental data using the Levenberg–
Marquardt method39 coupled to the algorithm sketched
in the flow chart of Figure 5. Predicted values of
qrp¼rdðhd;/dÞ
� �

/
were calculated for the set of hd values cor-

responding to experimental data processed according to Eq.
7. The optimization program minimizes the sum of the
squared relative differences between predicted and experi-
mental values. The optimized values of the parameters of
Eqs. 10 and 16 are:

P1 ¼ 3:27 3 10�8 ; P2 ¼ 0:831 (25)

In Figure 4b, predicted (solid line) and experimental (^)
values of the averaged local net radiation flux are plotted
against the hd angle. A satisfactory agreement is observed.
Besides obtaining the P1 and P2 parameters, this subsection
allowed us to validate two submodels (the photon generation
submodel and the photon counting criterion) that will be
used in the following sections.

Bead monolayer simulation

The simulation of the interaction between radiative energy
and a structured heterogeneous catalytic bed needs for the
description of the spatial structure of the bed. This is so even
in our simpler, two-dimensional problem, because the events
taking place after a beam encounters one particular bead will
depend on the likely interactions with the packing surround-
ing that bead. The radiation beams transmitted through, or
reflected on, the considered sphere may be intercepted by the
neighboring ones (Figure 2). In this interaction mechanism,
the relative location among the spheres is important. There-
fore, the radiation model for estimating the optical properties
of the fused-silica spheres of the monolayer needs for the

simulation of each monolayer spread at random on the circu-
lar glass plate.

Monolayers of randomly distributed spheres with different
degrees of surface coverage were generated with a rather
simple algorithm, which yields the coordinates of the bead
centers. The position of each sphere in the monolayer must
comply with the following constraints: (i) the position of
each sphere must be randomly assigned; (ii) the distance
between each one of the spheres and any other in the layer
must be larger than one sphere diameter, thus excluding the
possibility of sphere overlapping; and (iii) the distance
between the center of the circular glass plate and the center
of each sphere must be, at most, one sphere radius smaller
than the plate radius (i.e., all the spheres must be contained
in the circular plate).

The flow chart corresponding to the algorithm for the gen-
eration of the random monolayer is shown in Figure 6. In the
first part of this algorithm, the initial spheres locations are
randomly defined, whereas in the second part, the sphere
locations are modified to comply simultaneously with (i)–(iii)
constraints.

Random generation of the preliminary sphere positions:
The initial location of each sphere is randomly assigned by

Figure 6. Algorithm developed to simulate monolayer
beds of spheres.
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using two random numbers, according to the following sto-
chastic equations:

SxðiÞ ¼ ðrg-p � rspÞ
ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p
cosð2pR2Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nsp (26)

SyðiÞ ¼ ðrg-p � rspÞ
ffiffiffiffiffi
R1

p
sinð2pR2Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nsp (27)

where Sx(i) and Sy(i) are the Cartesian coordinates of the ith
sphere, and R1 and R2 are uniformly distributed random num-
bers. By using Eqs. 26 and 27, the tentative location of each
one of the spheres (i 5 1, 2, . . . , nsp) is assigned. Although
the sphere locations obtained from Eqs. 26 and 27 are in
agreement with conditions (i) and (iii), this preliminary
sphere distribution will seldom satisfy the exclusion con-
straint expressed by condition (ii).

Relocation process: In this stage, the algorithm checks
whether spheres i and j are more than one-sphere diameter
apart or not. As it is shown in the algorithm flow chart of
Figure 6, all possible pair combinations between i 5 1,
2, . . . , nsp 2 1 and j 5 i 1 1, i 1 2, . . . , nsp of the initial
bead distribution are considered. If an (i 2 j) pair is found
such that the spheres are at less than one diameter distance

from each other, their respective locations are shifted apart
along their line of centers until they ceased to overlap.
Besides, when the distance between any of the spheres and
the center of the circular glass plate is longer than rg2p 2rsp,
that bead center is outside the circular plate. In this case, the
sphere is moved towards the center of the circular plate, until
it crosses its boundary.

As it is shown in Figure 6, all possible combinations of i-
and j-spheres are considered in the algorithm to check the

compliance with conditions (i)–(iii). However, as a conse-

quence of these location changes, another failure to comply

with conditions (ii) and (iii) may arise involving different

pairs of beads, which will be corrected by the recursive

application of the same procedure. This relocation process is

repeated until a distribution without bead overlapping or

bead crossing over the plate circular boundaries is found.
The spheres in the monolayer will share the same value of

their center z coordinate, this common value being:

SzðiÞ ¼ rsp; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nsp (28)

Figure 7 shows the monolayers of spheres distributed
at random with the algorithm just described, for different

Figure 7. Simulation results of the monolayer beds of spheres.

(a) gg-p 5 10% (;640 spheres), (b) gg-p 5 20% (;1280 spheres), (c) gg-p 5 40% (;2560 spheres), (d) gg-p 5 80% (;5120 spheres).
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coverage degrees of the glass plate surface. As expected, a
triangular pattern appears when large values of gg-p are con-
sidered. This compact pattern is a consequence of the larger
number of spheres that have to be relocated on the glass
plate as the surface coverage degree increases. A similar
type of pattern was experimentally observed in the actual,
nonsimulated monolayers used in the experimental runs with
the UV-RETM apparatus.

Interaction between radiation and bare
fused-silica spherical beads

The rather complex series of events that take place when a
monolayer of fused-silica spheres of 0.1 cm average diameter
is irradiated (Figure 2) was simulated by means of the Monte
Carlo method, using the optical properties as probability dis-
tribution functions. The location of each sphere in the mono-
layer was assigned by using the previously described algo-
rithm. The radiation source was simulated with the aid of the
beam emission submodel of vertically-oriented rays. We
have assumed that neither fused-silica nor air absorb radia-
tion in the range of emission of the lamp, and that the events
affecting the beam propagation obey geometric optics laws.

Regarding the reflection and the refraction of the beams
on the sphere surface, there are some alternatives to model
it.40–43 The reflection/refraction phenomena at the fused-
silica/air interface will be completely determined by the opti-
cal properties of the media at each side of that interface (i.e.,
air and fused-silica) and by the roughness degree of that
interface. When the surface is smooth, the specular reflec-
tion-and-refraction model can be applied (Figure 8a). On the
other extreme, when a completely rough surface is consid-
ered, in which the interface shows a high roughness degree,
an isotropic reflection-and-refraction model (Figure 8b) may
describe the prevailing physical situation more accurately
(Lambert model). Between these two extreme situations,
other models should be adopted (Figure 8c).

The optical characteristics of the fused-silica spheres sur-
face in terms of its roughness degree is unknown. To con-
sider the effect of the surface roughness on the reflection/
refraction mechanism, the assumption that surface of the
spheres can be simulated by means of the micro-facet slope
method40–43 was made. Accordingly, one micro-facet for
every incoming photon is generated by using a Gaussian
slope distribution:

PðsÞ ¼
exp � s2

2r02

� 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
r0

(29)

where s is the tangent of the angle (h12n) between the out-
wardly directed normal to the spherical surface (nsp) and the
outwardly directed normal to the local micro-facet (nloc),
shown in Figure 8d, and r0 is the variance of the distribu-
tion. It is important to highlight that this method can be
applied to the three earlier mentioned cases by changing the
value of r0. Numerical values of r0 close to cero mean that
the surface optically behaves as a plane interface, whereas
larger (r0) values are associated with surfaces increasingly
rough. When considering the micro-facet slope method, the
laws of classical optics are used to describe the phenomena
occurring at the point where a beam reaches the sphere

surface. Accordingly, the reflectivity on the micro-facet can
be calculated by using Fresnel equation; the reflection law is
valid on the micro facet, and Snell refraction law also holds.
The beam reflection/refraction at the interface is referred to
the unit vector normal to the local micro-facet (nloc) instead
of the unit vector normal to the spherical surface (nsp), as
sketched in Figure 8d. Therefore, the reflectivity on the
micro-facet with outwardly directed normal nloc is given by
Fresnel law:

qði; t; nlocÞ ¼ 1

2

n1ðnloc � iÞ � n2ðnloc � tÞ
n1ðnloc � iÞ þ n2ðnloc � tÞ


 �2

þ 1

2

n1ðnloc � tÞ � n2ðnloc � iÞ
n1ðnloc � tÞ þ n2ðnloc � iÞ


 �2
ð30Þ

where n1 and n2 are the refraction index of the media at each
side of the micro-facet, assuming that the beam impacts the
micro-facet from medium 1, and is eventually refracted into
medium 2 (see Figure 2, events 1–3–4 and 5–6–7).

The direction of the beam reflected on the micro-facet is
given by the unit vector r, which is related to the unit vector
i (pointing in the direction opposite to that of the incident

Figure 8. (a) Specular reflection/refraction at a plane
interface; (b) diffuse reflection/refraction in a
rough surface (Lambert model); (c) specular
reflection/refraction at a Gaussian rough sur-
face; (d) surface representation according
the micro-facet slope method.

beam), through the vector form of the reflection equation:

nloc 3 i ¼ ðnloc 3 rÞ; r 6¼ i (31)
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Similarly, the direction of the transmitted beam is given
by the unit vector t, which is the solution of the vector form
of Snell equation:

nloc 3 i ¼ n2
n1

ðnloc 3 tÞ; t 6¼ i
n1
n2

(32)

Taking advantage of the Monte Carlo method allows us to
combine individual computational modules, such as: (i) the
radiation emission and the sphere monolayer modules; (ii)
the photon counting procedure; and (iii) the solution module
of the reflection equation, and those of the Snell and Fresnel
equations for the micro-facet rough-surface model. The flow
chart of the complete Monte Carlo algorithm developed to
solve this problem is shown in Figure 9. Details of this algo-
rithm are presented in the following paragraphs.

Monolayer generation: As it was described in the previous
subsection, the position of each sphere on the glass plate was
randomly assigned by a computer program to simulate the
actual monolayer used in the experiments. The numerical
values of the coordinates corresponding to the location of
each sphere are kept in storage for further use in this algo-
rithm.

Photon generation: The photon generation submodel pre-
viously described was used. The point from which each pho-
ton leaves the flat glass plate and its initial direction were
generated at random, according to Eqs. 12–16. Then, they
were tracked analytically (Eqs. 17–19) to determine their
interaction with the spheres in the monolayer.

Sphere interception: The possible interaction between a
photon and each sphere in the monolayer is considered. The
minimum distance from the photon trajectory to a given
sphere center is calculated. If this distance is larger than one

sphere radius, there is no interaction between the considered
sphere and the photon, and the next candidate sphere is con-
sidered. This procedure is repeated until all the spheres has
been considered (i 5 1, 2, . . . , nsp). If more than one sphere
are intercepted, only the interaction with the nearest one is
retained. The interception point between the nearest sphere
and the photon can be easily calculated by applying geomet-
ric optics. The unit vector normal to the spherical surface at
the point of interception can be obtained as follows:

nsp ¼ nint � S

rsp
(33)

where S ¼ ½SxðiÞ; SyðiÞ; SzðiÞ� is the position vector of the
center of the nearest intercepted sphere and nint is the point
where the photon intercepts the surface of that sphere.

Rough surface modeling: The sphere surface was consid-
ered to have an unknown degree of roughness. According to
the micro-facet method, the direction ðh1�n;/1�nÞ of the nor-
mal to the local micro-facet with respect to the normal to the
sphere (nsp) can be randomly assigned:

/1�n ¼ pR1 (34)

h1�n ¼ tan�1ð
ffiffiffi
2

p
r0 erf

�1ðR2ÞÞ (35)

where erf21(�) is the inverse error function. By solving the
system of Eqs. 33–35 the nloc unit vector can be obtained.
Then, with Eqs. 30–32 it is possible to compute r, t, and
qði; nlocÞ, which are required in the next computation step.

Photon reflection/refraction: The photon reflection/refrac-
tion on a fused-silica micro-facet is simulated by comparing

the local reflectivity qði; nlocÞ with a random number R3. If
R3 \ qði; nlocÞ, the photon is reflected in the r direction
according to Eq. 31 (also see case 3 of Figure 2), otherwise
the photon is refracted in the t direction according to Eq. 32
(also see case 4 of Figure 2). The trajectory of a reflected or
refracted photon is tracked, so that the next interception point
(either it be an air/fused-silica interface or a fused-silica/air
interface) can be defined. Again, the rough surface model is
applied, and the probability of the photon being reflected or
refracted is assessed as before. Throughout this process, the
multiple reflections and refractions that a photon may
undergo before leaving the monolayer are taken into account,
as depicted in Figure 2.

Glass plate interception: In their trajectories, some pho-
tons may reach back the glass plate from which they
departed. In such case, the photon can be reflected on the
glass and returned to the bead monolayer. Then, only
reflected photons are subsequently considered, and those pho-
tons that are refracted by the glass plate are disregarded.
When calculating the reflectivity for this event through Eq.
30, the refraction index of the borosilicate glass is employed
(ng-p ¼ 1:514).

Photon counting at the radiometer location: Once the tra-
jectories of the rays leaving the monolayer of beads have
been determined, the point of interception of photons with
the semisphere containing all possible locations of the detec-
tor are known (see Eqs. 17–21). To count the number of
photons reaching the radiometer location, the criterion previ-
ously described is applied. The polar angle of the points of

Figure 9. Monte Carlo algorithm employed to simulate
the interaction between radiation and
uncoated spheres.
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interception of photons with the semisphere containing all
possible locations of the detector in the main coordinate sys-
tem (hs) is used to establish whether the photon energy is
collected or not by the detector placed at a given angle (hd),
according to Eq. 23. Finally, the qrp¼rdðhd;/dÞ

� �
/
values are

obtained on the basis of the photon detection criterion previ-
ously described (Eq. 24).

The unknown parameters nf-s and r0 were determined
from the experimental data by using the algorithm shown in
Figure 9 and the Levenberg–Marquardt optimizer. The nu-
merical values of nf-s and r0,f-s are expected to be positive
numbers because of their physical meaning. This constraint
was incorporated to the Levenberg–Marquardt optimizer.39

Table 1 shows the best fit values of these parameters. Notice
that the optimization algorithm predicts a zero value for r0,f-s.
This result means that the fused-silica surface is optically
smooth, and it can be modeled as shown in Figure 8a. Exper-
imental values of the local net radiation flux and the corre-
sponding model predictions against the hd angle are shown in
Figure 10. Each group of values corresponds to different
degrees of coverage of the plate surface with uncoated
spheres. The average relative error between experimental and
predicted values is 17.8%. Considering that the direction of a
beam is deflected from its initial vertically-oriented direction
when a sphere is intercepted, the local net radiation flux at
larger hd angles increases with the surface coverage as a con-
sequence of increasing the number of intercepted spheres per
unit area. The opposite trend is observed for small hd angles:
more photons with trajectories around the vertical will be
detected as the number of spheres in the monolayer
decreases, thus diminishing the interactions between beams
and spheres and leaving a larger interstitial area.

Interaction between radiation and TiO2-coated
fused-silica spherical beads

To complete the set of the properties required to model
the interaction between the radiation field and a photocata-
lytic packed bed made of TiO2-coated spheres, it is necessary
knowing the optical thickness of the TiO2 film, as well as
the refraction index of the fused-silica/TiO2 composite. For
this, experiments have been carried out with the same experi-
mental setup, but spreading randomly TiO2-coated spheres
on the glass plate instead of bare fused-silica spheres, as we
did before. Although the assumptions made in the previous
subsection for the case of a monolayer of bare fused-silica
beads also hold for TiO2-coated spheres, in this case we
have to take into account the spectral nature of the radiation.
The model of the interaction between radiation and TiO2-
coated fused-silica spheres has to account for the fact that

energy absorption in the TiO2 films is a wavelength depend-
ent phenomenon. We also assume that the transmittance of
the TiO2 films is independent of the angle of incidence of
the photon.

To model the system considered, the algorithm shown in
Figure 9 was employed, except for the fact that the effect of
the TiO2 film thickness on the radiation field was taken into
account. In this way, the procedures previously used to
model the monolayer, the photon generation, the photon
interceptions by the spheres or the glass plate, and the photon
counting at the radiometer location are applied in this case.
It was necessary to incorporate only three changes to the
basic algorithm shown in Figure 9:

Photon generation: As before, the origin and the initial
direction of photons were defined by means of Eqs. 12–16.
However, it was necessary to incorporate the spectral nature
of the photons. For this reason, the wavelength of the emitted
photon was assigned based on the spectral emission of the
lamp (see Appendix). Thus, each photon leaving the flat plate
is characterized by its firing point (x0,p, y0,p, y0,p), by the
direction of its trajectory (/0, h0), and by its wavelength (k).

Photon reflection/refraction: This event has been modeled
as we did for the case of bare beads, but considering the
refraction index of the composite of fused-silica and TiO2

coating (nf-;s/TiO2
) to evaluate the reflectivity by means of the

Fresnel law (Eq. 30). However, the direction of propagation
of the refracted photons are given by Snell law considering
both the refraction index of the air phase and that of the
fused-silica phase.

Photon energy absorption: In the case of the interaction
between the radiation field and a monolayer of uncovered
fused-silica beads, the energy of a photon remains invariant
along its trajectory from the point of generation until it
leaves the monolayer. During its travel, a photon may change
its direction as a consequence of its reflection or refraction
on the solid-fluid interfaces, but it will not change its energy.
In the case of fused-silica beads coated with thin TiO2 films,
the wavelength-dependent absorption of the beam energy by
the thin TiO2 films has to be taken into account. Under such

Table 1. Model Parameters Values Obtained from
Experimental Measurements

Parameter Value
95% Confidence

Interval

nf-s 1.537 60.007
r0,f-s ;0 –
nf-s/TiO2

1.520 60.017
eTiO2

4.45 60.14
r0,f-s/TiO2

;0 –

Figure 10. Experimental and predicted values of local
net radiation flux for uncoated spheres.

Keys: (^) gg-p 5 10% (;640 spheres), (~) gg-p 5 20%
(;1280 spheres), (*) gg-p 5 40% (;2560 spheres), (h)
gg-p 5 80% (;5120 spheres).
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conditions, when a beam comprised of photons of different
wavelengths crosses a TiO2 film, the radiative energy it car-
ries is partially absorbed in different degrees depending on
the fraction of photons of each wavelength and of the wave-
length dependence of the film transmittance. Because of the
experimental difficulty of measuring the spectral transmit-
tance of TiO2 films deposited on fused-silica spheres, the op-
tical properties of the TiO2 films were adopted from pub-
lished data. In a previous work,24 the optical properties of
TiO2 films immobilized over a borosilicate glass flat plate
were obtained. These films were prepared by using the same
sol–gel technique that we have used in this work. The wave-
length dependence of the transmittance of these films has
been adopted in the present work. However, the optical
thickness of the film on the glass plate not necessarily will
be equal to that of the film on the spheres, but the relative
optical thickness is easy to obtain from our experimental
measurements.

Taking into account the attenuation effects in the TiO2

films, the energy associated to each photon beam is

Eph ¼ qzp¼0ðxp; ypÞ
� �

Ag-p

Ag-p

nph
f1� exp½�eTiO2

jTiO2
ðkÞ�gni

(36)

where ni is the number of times that the ith photon crosses a
TiO2 film, jTiO2

ðkÞ is the reference spectral absorbance of a
previously characterized TiO2 film, and eTiO2

is the optical
thickness of the TiO2 films relative to the reference spectral
values.

As it was done previously, the algorithm shown in Figure
9, with the three mentioned changes, was coupled with a
Levenberg–Marquardt method39 to obtain the optical proper-
ties of the TiO2 films from the experimental measurements.
Table 1 shows the numerical values obtained of the relative
optical thickness and the refractive index of the composite of
fused-silica and TiO2 coating. Again, the predicted value of
r0;f-s=TiO2

is zero. Therefore, the TiO2-coated surfaces are
optically smooth. Experimental values and model predictions
of the local net radiation flux against hd are shown in Figure
11, where the average relative error is 10.7%. All values cor-
respond to the same degree of plate surface coverage either
by TiO2-coated or uncoated spheres: gg-p 5 80% (;5120
spheres). The local net radiation flux for small hd angles pri-
marily depends on the interstitial area and is independent on
whether the beads are coated or uncoated. The beams
detected at larger hd angles have been deflected from their
original, vertically-oriented trajectories because of their inter-
action with one or more beads. This is the reason why at
larger hd angles the difference between the local net radiation
flux for coated and uncoated spheres becomes apparent. In
this region, the curve representing the local net radiation flux
for TiO2-coated spheres lies below the one for uncovered
beads due to the energy absorption by the TiO2 coating. The
agreement between Monte Carlo simulations and experimen-
tal results is satisfactory.

Conclusions

A detailed Monte Carlo model was developed to simulate
the complex interaction between radiation and monolayers of

spheres. The optical properties of bare fused-silica spheres
and those of TiO2-coated, fused-silica spheres were obtained.
An ad hoc experimental setup was developed to measure the
spatial distribution of the net radiation flux resulting from the
interaction of normal-oriented UV radiation and the mono-
layers of spheres. By means of different computational algo-
rithms, the required optical properties were obtained from
the experimental data. These optical properties include: (i)
the refractive index and the surface rough index of the bare
fused-silica spheres; (ii) the refractive index of the fused-
silica/TiO2 coating composite; (iii) its surface rough index;
and (iv) the optical thickness of the TiO2 films. Besides, the
model to predict the interaction between the spheres and
radiation has been experimentally validated.

This is the first step of a methodology leading to the final
objective of modeling and simulating the radiation field in a
structured (i.e., nonhomogeneous) annular fixed bed photoca-
talytic reactor. The developed algorithm will be used to solve
the fixed bead reactor by changing the sphere pattern (i.e.,
using an annular multilayer of packed spheres instead a
single monolayer).
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Notation

A 5 area, cm2

e 5 relative optical thickness, dimensionless
E 5 radiative energy associated to a given photon, W

H (�) 5 step function, dimensionless
I 5 specific radiation intensity, W cm22 sr21

i 5 incidence unit vector, dimensionless
n 5 reflection index relative to air, dimensionless

ngp 5 unit vector normal to the glass plate, dimensionless

Figure 11. Experimental and predicted values of local
net radiation flux (gg-p 5 80%, �5120
spheres).

Keys: (^) uncoated fused-silica spheres, (*) TiO2-coated
fused-silica spheres.
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nloc5 local outwardly directed unit vector normal to the rough
surface, dimensionless

nm 5 number of experimental measurements taken into account to
obtain an average value

nph 5 total number of photons
nsp 5 outwardly directed unit vector normal to the sphere surface,

dimensionless
nsp 5 total number of spheres
P 5 probability distribution function, dimensionless

P1, P2 5 parameters defined in Eq. 10, dimensionless
q 5 local net radiation flux, W cm22

r 5 radius, cm
r 5 reflection unit vector, dimensionless
R 5 uniformly distributed random number, dimensionless
r0 5 radial coordinate in the auxiliary spherical coordinate system,

cm
rp 5 radial coordinate in the main spherical coordinate system, cm
S 5 position vector of a spherical bead center, cm
Sx 5 x coordinate of a spherical bead center, cm
Sy 5 y coordinate of a spherical bead center, cm
Sz 5 z coordinate of a spherical bead center, cm
t 5 transmission unit vector, dimensionless

x0,p 5 rectangular coordinate in the auxiliary coordinate system, cm
xp 5 rectangular coordinate in the main coordinate system, cm

y0,p 5 rectangular coordinate in the auxiliary coordinate system, cm
yp 5 rectangular coordinate in the main coordinate system, cm

z0,p 5 rectangular coordinate in the auxiliary coordinate system, cm
zp 5 rectangular coordinate in the main coordinate system, cm

Greek letters

d 5 Dirac delta function, dimensionless
f 5 distance traveled by the photon, cm

gg-p 5 surface coverage degree of the glass plate, dimensionless
h0 5 polar angle in the auxiliary spherical coordinate system, rad
hp 5 angle in the auxiliary spherical coordinate system, rad

hva-d 5 view angle of the detector from the center of the glass plate,
rad

j 5 spectral absorption coefficient, dimensionless
k 5 wavelength, nm
r0 5 variance of the distribution of slopes on a rough surface,

dimensionless
s 5 tangent of the angle h12n defined in Figure 8d, dimensionless

/0 5 Azimuthal angle in the auxiliary spherical coordinate system,
rad

/p 5 Azimuthal angle in the main spherical coordinate system, rad
X 5 solid angle, sr
X 5 unit vector in the direction of propagation of a beam, dimen-

sionless

Subscripts

k 5 denotes wavelength
Ag-p 5 relative to the area of the glass plate

d 5 relative to the UV detector
exp 5 relative to experimental results

f 5 relative to the TiO2 film
f-s 5 relative to the fused-silica
g-p 5 relative to the glass plate
loc 5 relative to the local value
m 5 relative to the measurements

max 5 relative to the maximum value
min 5 relative to the minimum value

n 5 normal to a given surface
va-d 5 relative to the vision angle of the center of the glass plate from

the detector
sp 5 relative to the fused-silica spheres
p-r 5 relative to the parallel rays assumption
ph 5 relative to the photons

TiO2 5 relative to the TiO2 films

Superscripts

* 5 relative to the previous value in an iterative process

Special symbols

h�i 5 means average value over a given interval
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Appendix

The general problem we have to deal with in this appendix
is that of assigning values to a random variablev distributed
over the interval ða < v < bÞ with provability density PðvÞ.
For this, we have to solve the following equation

PðvÞ ¼
Zv

a

Pvðv0Þdv0 ¼ R; a\ v\b (A1)

In Eq. A.1, P(v) is the cumulative probability that the ran-
dom variable has a value between a and v, and R is an

evenly distributed variable (i.e., PR(R) 5 1) over the interval
(0,1).

We require that Eq. A.1 satisfies the following conditions:

PðaÞ ¼ 0 (A2)

PðbÞ ¼ 1 (A3)

By differentiation of Eq. A.1 with respect to the random
variable R, we get

PvðvÞ dv
dR

¼ 1 (A4)

If v is monotonically increasing with R in the interval
ða < v < bÞ, then we have

PvðvÞ � 0 (A5)

The values of the random variable R are drawn out from
the set of uniformly distributed random numbers.

Definition of the direction of the emitted photon: The
emission of photons was made with the assumption of azi-
muthal symmetry. Therefore:

Pð/0Þ ¼
1

2p
(A6)

Z/0

0

Pð/0Þd/0 ¼
/0

2p
¼ R (A7)

/0 ¼ 2pR (A8)

The polar angle was determined by means of the empirical
function:

Pð/0Þ ¼
2 tanh�1ð1� P1Þ
p ð1� P1ÞP2

sech
2h0 tanh�1ð1� P1Þ

pP2

� �2

(A9)

Zh0
0

Pðh0Þdh0 ¼
tanh 2h0 tanh�1ð1�P1Þ

pP2

� 	
ð1� P1Þ ¼ R (A10)

h0 ¼ p
2
P2

tanh�1ðð1� P1ÞRÞ
tanh�1ð1� P1Þ (A11)

Definition of the origin point of the emitted photon: The
radiation is emitted uniformly on the glass plate. Thus:

Pð/0;pÞ ¼
1

2p
) /0;p ¼ 2pR (A12)

Pðr0;pÞ ¼ 2r0;p

ðrg-pÞ2
) r0;p ¼ rg-p ¼

ffiffiffi
R

p
(A13)

Definition of the initial location of each sphere on the
glass plate: The initial position of each spheres was defined
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considering an uniform distribution on the circular glass
plate:

Pð/0Þ ¼
1

2p
) /P ¼ 2pR (A14)

PðrpÞ ¼ 2rp

ðrg-p � rspÞ2
) rp ¼ ðrg-p � rspÞ

ffiffiffi
R

p
(A15)

Definition of the orientation of a local micro-facet respect
to the normal vector of the sphere surface: The random
rough surface of the spheres was simulated by means of the
micro-facet slope method, which generates one micro-facet
for every incoming beam according to a slope distribution.
This distribution is modeled with the following equation:

PðsÞ ¼
exp � s2

2r02

� 	
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
r0

(A16)

By integration of the distribution function P(s) over the
range of s, we get,

Z1
�1

PðsÞds ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
r0

Z1
�1

exp � s2

2r20

� �
ds ¼ 1 (A17)

i.e., the distribution satisfies the normalization condition. The
average (or expected) value of s is

sh i ¼
Z1
�1

sPðsÞds ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
r0

Z1
�1

s exp � s2

2r02

� �
ds ¼ 0

(A18)

result that is consistent with the fact that the unit vector nor-
mal to the micro-facet is tilted at random around the spheri-
cal radial direction. On the other hand, the expected value of
s2 is

s2
� � ¼ Z1

�1
s2PðsÞds ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

r0

Z1
�1

s2 exp � s2

2r02

� �
ds ¼ r0

2

(A19)

Because in this case the expected value of s is zero, we have

r0
2 ¼ s2

� �� sh i2¼ s2
� �

(A20)

The cumulative probability that s0 has a value between
zero and s is

P½ð0\ s0 \ sÞ� ¼
Zs

�1
Pðs0Þds0

¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
r0

Zs

�1
exp � s02

2r02

� �
ds0 (A21)

The random variable s(R1), with R1 a random number, can
be obtained by solving

ZsðR1Þ

�1
Pðs0Þds0 ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

r0

ZsðR1Þ

�1
exp � s02

2r20

� �
ds0

¼ erf
sðR1Þffiffiffi
2

p
r0

� �
¼ R1 (A22)

Equation A.22 may also be written in terms of the random
variable h12n

erf
tan h1�nffiffiffi

2
p

r0

� �
¼ R1 (A23)

with ð�p=2 < h1�n < p=2Þ.
The angle /12n is a uniformly distributed random variable

in the interval 0 < /1�n < p. Therefore, its values are given
by the following stochastic equation

/1�n ¼ pR2 (A24)

where R2 is a random number.
Definition of the wavelength of the emitted photon: It was

simulated based on the spectral emission of the lamp. The spec-
tral distribution P (k) is given by the lamp manufacturer. In this
case, the whole range of wavelengths was discretized. Therefore,
the photon wavelength must verify the following condition:R ki

k0
PðkÞdk\ RR kiþ1

k0
PðkÞdk[ R

(
) k ¼ kiþ1 (A25)
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